The proposed metric has the following properties: (1) it automatically normalizes data to minimize a distance between the data series. (2) The normalization is based on all data in the data series (see Eq. (1)). It reduces the effect of a single data. (3) The metric is applicable to constant data because it does not have a denominator of sample standard deviation appeared in the Pearson metric. (4) The metric reduces a tendency of direct use of a Euclidian metrics (such as L2 norm) that the largest-scaled feature dominates the others suggested by Han and Kamber [1] by using a logarithmic scale. (5) The metric has the symmetry and triangle inequality (see Appendix).
Experiment
The proposed metric was compared with conventional metrics using temporal gene expression pattern after stress treatment of Arabidopsis thaliana, a plant organism. The conventional metrics which we compared were the Pearson (Eq. (2)), un-centered Pearson (Eq. (3)) and logratio (Eq. (4)). The log-ratio is a Euclidian metric based on ratio of data series against a data at an initial point.
(2) 
and go to (ii). In Fig. 1 B, xcen (2) is plotted as the central value for the proposed metric.
In case of the log-ratio (Fig. 1 A) , six pf time courses were wrongly grouped into sf time courses and the central value shifted below the nominal time course. In case of the proposed metric (Fig. 1 B) , all time courses were correctly clustered and the central value well simulated the nominal time course. Figure 2 shows the rate of correctly clustered time courses in fifty experiments based on different random number seeds. The results show that the rate was increased from the conventional metrics. The proposed metric improved accuracy at every noise level. Clustering results based on the log-ratio (A) and proposed metric (B) at mn=2. 
Discussion
The proposed metric will be useful for analyses of gene interactions based on a mathematical model including a power function such as the law of mass action:
where, x and y denotes a transcript level of the 1st and 2nd 
